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Abstract
The present paper discusses the sensitivity of the global and local stability of a hybrid single layer grid shell to a
set of equivalent geometric nodal imperfections representative of the actual structural and construction imperfections.
Since imperfections are hard to be measured and controlled in experimental facilities, the stability of the structure is
extensively investigated in numerical experiments. The imperfections are set by means of the so-called Eigenmode
Imperfection Method. The method parameter space is densely sampled, and different structural models are adopted.
The results are given in terms of two bulk parameters: the well established Load Factor and the proposed Buckling
Shape Length, the latter being introduced to provide a continuous measure of the degree of “globalness” of the
instability. Significant and non monotonic changes in both the Load Factor and Buckling Shape Length are observed
versus the growth of the imperfection amplitude. Further, a local metrics of the grid shell geometry, named nodal
apex, is introduced for each structural node. Special emphasis is given to the analysis of the correlation between the
apex of the initial imperfect geometry and the apex of the deformed shape at collapse. The observed high correlation
suggests that the mechanical behaviour of the imperfect grid shell is significantly influenced by this local geometrical
feature.
Keywords: single layer grid shell, buckling instability, equivalent geometric nodal imperfection, Eigenmode
Imperfection Method
Nomenclature
BSL Buckling Shape Length
CIMM Consistent Imperfection Mode Method
EGNI Equivalent Geometric Nodal Imperfection
EIM Eigenmode Imperfection Method
GMNA (GMNIA) Geometrically and Materially Nonlinear Analysis of the perfect (imperfect) structure
GNA (GNIA) Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis of the perfect (imperfect) structure
LBA (LBIA) Linear Buckling Analysis of the perfect (imperfect) structure
LF Load Factor
LC-NR Load Control by Newton Raphson
AL-NR Arc-Length by Newton Raphson
SLGS Single Layer Grid Shell
USL Ultimate Limit State
L dome span length
f dome rise length
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l characteristic length of quadrangular fields
p subscript of the generic structural node
P number of structural nodes
x horizontal space coordinate
y horizontal space coordinate
z vertical space coordinate
K nodal apex
Ke elastic stiffness matrix
Kg geometric stiffness matrix
k weighting factor
Q nodal resultant load
q uniform load
s uniform live (snow) load
g dead load
A quadrangular field surface
fy yield strength
R correlation coefficient
α imperfection amplitude
α∗ dimensionless imperfection amplitude
ν nodal direction
µ load multiplier
σ0 cable initial prestressing
σ stress field
η equivalent nodal imperfection field
φ buckling mode shape
ϕ generic buckling shape
λ eigenvalue
δ nodal displacement
δu ultimate nodal deflection
κ cotangent of the nodal angle
0 superscript for the perfect geometry
1. Introduction1
Buckling instability is the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) that drives the design of Single Layer Grid Shells (SLGS)2
[1]. The SLGS buckling instability has been early recognized to be highly sensitive to imperfections [1]. Codes and3
Standards (e.g. [2],[3]) actually recommend to take into account the effects of imperfections in the structural design4
of grid shells. Imperfections can be ascribed to imperfect constraints, single member mechanical imperfections, load-5
ing imperfections, or geometrical ones. In particular, geometrical imperfections can be induced by single member6
curvature or nodal imperfections, e.g. the ones due to factory defects or assembly tolerances. Generally speaking,7
the geometrical imperfections result in a nodal deviation from design. To the authors’ best knowledge, a statisti-8
cal characterization of these nodal deviations as a field of nodal random variables is not available in the literature9
for SLGS, while detailed measurements and related statistics have been recently proposed for continuous shells (e.g.10
[4]). Hence, a so-called Equivalent Geometric Nodal Imperfection (EGNI) is usually adopted in the design practice11
of SLGS. In a worst case scenario perspective, EGNI is assumed to be a deterministic, semi-empirical imperfection12
field aimed at inducing the lowest load factor. In some early studies, e.g. [5], the worst shapes of imperfections for13
simple space trusses have been obtained in closed form solution. At the same time, others studies, e.g. [6], initiated14
the search of the worst case imperfection field by means of numerical experiments.15
Different methods are currently available to assign the design EGNI. Some authors [7, 8] classify these meth-16
ods into three categories: i. the so-called random imperfection mode method, ii. the Consistent Imperfection Mode17
1
Method (CIMM) and iii. the Eigenmode Imperfection Method (EIM). According to both CIMM and EIM, the imper-18
fection field is described in term of a deterministic spatial distribution normalized to unit (or imperfection shape, in19
literature) and of an imperfection amplitude. The EIM is the most popular one in the design practice. It is critically20
reviewed, applied and discussed in the present study.21
The normalized spatial distribution is assumed to be equal to one of the buckling eigenmodes of the perfect struc-22
ture evaluated by a Linear Buckling Analysis (LBA). The first eigenmode corresponds to the lowest eigenvalue, i.e23
to the lowest load multiplier. For this reason, it is conjectured to be representative of the most critical imperfection24
shape, at least at the initial stage of the buckling. Using the first eigenmode is common design practice, and has25
been used for instance in the design of existing grid shells, e.g. [9, 10]. Nevertheless, some researchers [11, 12, 13]26
have obtained lower failure loads adopting higher mode shapes as the imperfection. The EIM can be extended by27
shaping the imperfection according to a linear combination of two or several mode shapes. According to Bulenda and28
Knippers [14], “there are apparently no rules on how to combine the eigenmodes to find the decisive imperfection.29
Thus the engineer has to go the long way of computing the failure loads for different combinations of eigenmodes to30
develop a feeling for the imperfection sensitivity of the structure and for the choice of the proper imperfection”.31
The imperfection amplitude is usually defined as the maximum deviation from the perfect geometry along the32
direction normal to a reference surface. It is usually scaled with respect to the SLGS span length L, even if some33
authors, e.g. [15], normalize it by the equivalent shell thickness. A huge variability of the imperfection amplitude can34
be recognized in the design practice. Let us provide some examples: in their seminal work, Bulenda and Knippers35
[14] provide L/500 as an example of reasonable value; more recently, an imperfection of 3 mm has been chosen in36
[16], looking at the tolerance used in the construction of two steel grid shells, the Schubert Band [17] and the Great37
Court at the British Museum [9]. Bearing in mind that a spherical cap with L = 30.5 m is adopted in [16], a very small38
imperfection amplitude of about L/10000 follows. Face to such a variability, a number of recent parametrical studies39
[14, 8, 13, 15, 18, 7] have investigated the sensitivity of the SLGS instability to the EGNI amplitude. In the cited40
studies, the sensitivity of the Load Factor (LF), i.e. the load multiplier at the critical point, is quantitatively evaluated,41
while the corresponding deflection field is discussed in qualitative terms only. A non exhaustive collection of the42
results available in literature is provided in Figure 1, where the Load Factor LF/LF0 is plotted versus the scaled im-43
perfection amplitude α/L, being LF0 the load factor of the perfect SLGS, i.e. at α = 0. The studied synclastic SLGS
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Figure 1: Scaled Load Factor (LF/LF0) versus the scaled imperfection amplitude α/L: studies in literature
44
are first categorized in two types according to the geometry of the reference surface, i.e. domes with double curvature45
and barrel vaults with single curvature. A further categorization refers to the truss arrangement: Schlaich and Schober46
(SS, [19]) hybrid SLGS having quadrangular fields diagonally braced by prestressed cables, and Kiewitt-8 (K8) or47
reticulated (RET) grid shells having triangular fields. The reviewed studies adopt Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis48
(GNA) and/or Geometrically and Materially Nonlinear Analysis (GMNA) to evaluate the effect of the imperfection49
2
on the buckling instability. It is worth pointing out that, in the cited studies, the amplitude is assumed to be signed.50
Domes are by far less sensitive than barrel vaults to the sign of the amplitude. The LF for barrel vaults shows a51
monotonic decreasing trend for positive amplitudes. The LF for domes abruptly decreases for small amplitudes, but52
its trend versus α is no longer monotonically decreasing at least for two setups when GNA is adopted and medium53
to large amplitudes (e.g. α ≥ 1/500) are considered. Face to this general trend, local minima or maxima cannot be a54
priori excluded because the considered range of imperfection amplitude is not densely sampled.55
To the authors’ best knowledge, the EIM is currently codified in two standards, i.e. the Eurocode 3: Design of56
steel structures - Part 1-6: Strength and stability of shell structures [3] and the Technical specification for reticulated57
shells JGJ61-2003 [2]. While in [2] the fundamental mode shape is prescribed, in [3] the “eigenmode-affine pattern”,58
i.e. the buckling mode shape associated to the lowest eigenvalue, should be used as the imperfection shape “unless a59
different unfavourable pattern can be justified”. In particular, [3] echoes Bulenda and Knippers: “If the most unfavor-60
able pattern cannot be readily identified beyond reasonable doubt, the analysis should be carried out for a sufficient61
number of different imperfection patterns, and the worst case should be identified.” The imperfection amplitude for62
SLGS is explicitly codified only in [2]: the maximum geometric imperfection that is caused by construction should63
be restricted within L/300. Finally, both codes allow to adopt different kind of structural analysis with increasing64
expected accuracy, i.e. LBA, GNA, GMNA, to evaluate the effects of the EGNI on the buckling stability.65
According to the writers, some questions immediately follow the state of the art shortly reviewed above.66
Does the conjectured rule “the higher the imperfection, the lower the load factor” always hold? Or, in other terms, do67
local maxima or minima exist in the trend of the LF versus the imperfection amplitude? Does such a trend reflect a68
change in the buckling shape at collapse? And does the imperfection amplitude also involve a switch from global to69
local instabilities? Does a value of the imperfection amplitude exist below which the buckling stability is not affected70
by the imperfections? In which way the choice and combination of the buckling mode shapes affect the buckling sta-71
bility? In which way the different methods of structural analysis propagate the effects of the EIM-based imperfections72
on the buckling stability? Finally, does a general connection based on a sound mechanical reading can be recognized73
between the adopted EGNI field and the simulated Buckling Limit State?74
The present study aims at shedding some light on such issues. In particular: i. the EIM is critically discussed75
by densely sampling its free parameters, i.e. the imperfection amplitude and its spatial distribution. The effects on76
the buckling ULS are scrutinized, in terms of both load factor and deformed shape of the SLGS; ii. the sensitivity of77
different structural models (LBA, GNA, GMNA) to the EIM parameters is investigated; iii. the EGNI amplitude and78
its spatial distribution are correlated with the mechanical response of the grid shell, and with its deflection at collapse79
in particular.80
In Section 2 the modelling and computational approach are briefly recalled. The structural setup selected for the81
application is described in Section 3 together with the parametric analysis plan and the bulk parameters selected for82
post processing. The results of the sensitivity analysis are provided in Section 4.3, while a mechanical insight on the83
results is proposed in Section 4.4. Finally, conclusions and perspectives are outlined in Section 5.84
2. Modelling approach85
2.1. Structural modelling86
Three structural models of increasing complexity and accuracy are considered and briefly recalled in the following87
in their discrete form:88
Linear Buckling Analysis (LBA) The linear buckling analysis solves the eigenvalue problem89 [
Ke + λKg (σ)
]
Φ = 0, (1)
where λ is the vector of load factors andΦ is the matrix of the associated buckling mode shapes. The geometric90
stiffness Kg (σ) is a function of the stress field σ. Kg is evaluated through a static analysis that solves the91
equation92 [
Ke + Kg (σ0)
]
δ = Q (2)
where Ke is the elastic stiffness, Kg (σ0) accounts for the initial prestress σ0, if any, and Q is the applied load.93
3
Geometrically Nonlinear elastic Analysis (GNA)[
Ke + Kg (δ)
]
δ = µQ (3)
where the geometric stiffness Kg (δ) is a function of the displacement field δ(σ) and µ is the load multiplier that94
increases along the simulation.95
Geometrically and Materially Nonlinear Analysis (GMNA)[
Ke (δ) + Kg (δ)
]
δ = µQ (4)
In the study, the steel nonlinear stress-strain relation is modelled by a bilinear law (elastic-perfect plastic). Due96
to the progressive yielding of members under monotonically increasing load, the overall structural behaviour is97
described by a tangent stiffness matrix Ke which softens for increasing displacement field δ(σ).98
In the following, when applied to the imperfect geometry, the above structural models are named LBIA, GNIA and99
GMNIA, according to [3].100
The structural analysis is performed by means of the finite-element code ANSYS c©v14.0. The Load Control (LC-NR)101
and the Arc-Length (AL-NR) path-following procedures are applied, where the iterative convergence is accomplished102
in both cases at each step by means of the standard Newton Raphson (NR) method [20].103
The computations are carried out on a single Intel i7-4702MQ, 2.20 GHz CPU with 8 GB of RAM memory.104
2.2. Definition of the observables105
Besides local observables in space, two bulk parameters are adopted in order to provide a synthetic description106
of the mechanical behaviour of the grid shell versus the nodal imperfections. They are defined in the following with107
reference to a grid shell with P structural nodes having coordinates X(p) =
{
xp, yp, zp
}
(p = 1, P).108
109
Load Factor (LF). The load factor is the most relevant parameter usually considered in Buckling Limit State. Its110
definition is herein recalled:111
Qu = LF Q (5)
where Qu is the ultimate buckling load and Q is the load condition as defined in Section 3. Within LBA, the112
Load Factor is equal to LF = λ1, i.e. the lowest eigenvalue, which corresponds to the buckling mode shape φu.113
Within both GNA and GMNA, the Load Factor is equal to LF = µu, being µu the load multiplier that induces114
the collapse (dQ/dδ = 0 in a selected reference node), i.e. reaching a limit point, and δu the corresponding115
displacement field.116
Buckling Shape Length (BSL). Usually grid shell instability is categorized according to the amount of nodes or117
structural members involved in the collapse. Besides the single-member buckling [21], “local” or “global”118
instabilities can occur, where the former involves the snap-through of a single node or of the surrounding ones,119
while in the latter the structure buckles as a whole. More precisely a global collapse is the one having large120
nodal displacements almost uniformly spread along the whole structure. Conversely, a local collapse is the one121
having large nodal displacements clustered in limited regions. Furthermore, a combination of the above can122
occur, because SLGS optimization tends to produce a condition in which local and global collapses are close to123
each other [5, 1]. In order to provide a quantitative, continuous measure of the degree of “globalness” of the124
instability, or conversely of its “localness”, a new observable, called Buckling Shape Length, is proposed. The125
BSL is defined here as126
BS L =
3
P2L
P∑
i=1
P∑
j=1

√(
xi − x j
)2
+
(
yi − y j
)2
+
(
zi − z j
)2 |ϕ j|
ˆ|ϕ|
 , (6)
where subscripts i and j refer to two generic nodes, x, y and z are their coordinates, ϕ j is the value in the j-th127
node of the generic buckling shape ϕ and ˆ|ϕ| is the maximum value of the latter. ϕ can be the buckling mode128
4
shape φu or the structural deflection at collapse δu, depending on the adopted structural model. According to129
Eq. (6), the BSL is bounded within the range [0 1].130
The higher the BSL, the higher the degree of globalness of the collapse mechanism, in the sense that the131
deflection shows high values at spaced structural nodes. For the sake of clarity, the BSL is applied to some132
synthetic 1D deflection fields ϕ(x) in the following, and the results are shown in Figure 2. In particular, in
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Figure 2: Buckling Shape Length evaluated for test case 1D fields: gaussian field (a), multi maxima field (b)
133
Figure 2-a the field is analytically expressed by the normalized gaussian function ϕ(x) = exp− (x−b)22c2 having134
constant localization parameter b = 0.5x/L and increasing size parameter 1e − 2 ≤ c ≤ 6.5. The larger the bell135
width, the higher the BSL value, and limc→0 BS L = 0, limc→∞ BS L = 1. In particular, if most of the bell is136
within the x range (c ≤ 0.15, black line and point), the BSL linearly depends on c2. The synthetic fields ϕi in137
Figure 2-b mimic in 1D the typical buckling mode shapes of SLGS domes (see e.g. Fig. 8-3a for the perfect138
setup adopted in this study). They are characterized by multiple local maxima (or minima) and are arranged for139
increasing degree of globalness. Once more, BSL shows its ability to provide a measure of such a globalness.140
Once the BSL for the perfect structure is defined, the effects of the EGNI on the degree of globalness of the141
collapse mechanism can be quantitatively assessed.142
3. Benchmark description143
The choice of the geometrical and structural setups of the perfect SLGS to be adopted as benchmark aims at144
obtaining a form-resistant and slender structure, for which the buckling instability in the elastic regime is expected145
to prevail on the yielding failure. The perfect geometry in relation to the load condition, the structural element cross146
section, the internal joints are all chosen for this purpose. A Schlaich and Schober [19] hybrid SLGS is selected as a147
suitable reference to build the benchmark setup coherently with the aims above.148
3.1. Geometrical setup149
The perfect geometry of the investigated single-layer grid shell is shown in Figure 3. The analytical form of the150
reference continuous dome (Fig. 3-a) belongs to the translational surface type, having a parabola as both the directrix151
and generatrix, i.e. it is a paraboloid. Its main geometrical parameters are: span length L = 30 m, span to rise ratio152
L/ f = 8 (Fig. 3-d).153
The perfect discrete grid shell geometry results from the point wise sampling of the dome surface in P structural154
nodes (p = 1, P) along the directions of the directrix and generatrix having coordinates X0(p) =
{
x0p, y
0
p, z
0
p
}
, where the155
5
superscript 0 refers to the perfect setup. The nodal coordinates are rounded to 6 decimal places in order to describe156
the perfect geometry with a precision higher than the considered lowest imperfection amplitude (α = 1e − 5 m, see157
Sect. 3.3). The nodes are connected along the directions of the directrix and generatrix by straight segments resulting158
in elemental planar quadrangular fields [22], having a characteristic length l ≈ 1.5 m (Fig. 3-b). Each quadrangular159
field is braced by two diagonal cables, as shown in Figure 3-c.
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Figure 3: Setup geometry: reference continuous shell surface (a), discrete grid shell surface (b, shown without cables), close-up view of a part of
the dome including diagonal cables (c), section along the meridian vertical plane (d)
160
The mechanical performances of both continuous shells and grid shells, including their stability, are mainly driven161
by their geometry. While the geometry of continuous dome shells is described by well-defined quantities, their162
application to discrete grid shells is not straightforward. The angle between members located along the meridian163
lines has been defined by [23] for single-layer spherical domes having triangular grid arranged along meridians and164
rings. This angle mimics the meridian simple curvature of the corresponding reference surface. It is recognized to be165
highly influential on the grid shell buckling instability. In the following, a preliminary attempt is paid to define nodal166
quantities analogous to the gaussian curvature and the surface normal unit vector. The definition holds for any kind167
of shell geometry and for grids having four members connected in each node. The nodal apex K(p) [m−2] (Figure168
4) mimics at each node p the gaussian curvature in the continuous analogy. The nodal direction ν(p) mimics at each169
node the normal unit vector. With reference to Figure 4-a, which represents the p-th node and its four adjacent nodes,170
the nodal apex K(p) is defined as follows:171
K(p) = κ1κ2, (7)
where κ1 = cot (W p̂E/2) and κ2 = cot (Sp̂N/2) (Fig. 4-b). The choice of the cotangent function assures the value172
of K is in the range [0 ∞]. In particular, K = 0 if one of the angles above is equal to pi, while K = ∞ if one of the173
angles is equal to 0. As for the nodal direction, the unit vector ν(p) is determined from the intersection of two planes174
λ and β (Fig. 4-c), respectively normal to the planes (WpE) and (SpN). The positive direction of ν(p) is upward and175
follows from counterclockwise ordering of the adjacent nodes, i.e. E-N-W-S. The signs of κ1 and κ2 is determined176
through projection of the (W p̂E) and (S p̂N) bisectors on ν(p). In Figure 5, the gaussian curvature of the reference177
continuous shell surface and the nodal apex of the discrete grid shell are compared showing a perfect equivalence.178
3.2. Structural setup179
The grid of quadrangles is formed by steel beams. These are diagonally braced by prestressed cables. The struc-180
tures are covered with glass. The glass panels do not have structural function but have to be intended as dead load181
only.182
The main properties of the structural elements are given in Table 1, together with the corresponding Finite Element183
adopted in the ANSYS c©code. The beam cross section mimics the ones usually used by [19, 14], i.e. a solid rectan-184
gular cross section. The 3D beam elements are based on Timoshenko beam theory and adopts a cubic shape function.185
The cables are modelled by 3D tension-only trusses within non linear analysis.186
The whole structure is assumed to be hinged at the boundaries, while the joints between steel bars are modelled as187
rigid, as usually done in the literature [14, 18, 8]. In fact, the joint type is expected to lightly affect the buckling188
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Figure 5: Setup geometry: gaussian curvature of the reference continuous shell surface (a), nodal apex K(p) of the grid shell (b)
behaviour of the SLGS for the specific adopted geometrical and structural setup.189
The constitutive model of the steel is linear elastic - perfect plastic, with a yield strength equal to fy = 355 MPa,
Table 1: Mechanical properties of the structural elements
element type Area Inertia mass
(ANSYS c©nomenclature) [m2] [m4] [kg/m]
beam (BEAM188) 2.5e − 3 5.2e − 7 19.6
truss (LINK180) 1.6e − 4 − 1.25
190
Young’s modulus E = 2.1e + 5 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The diagonal cable prestressing is equal to σ0 = 100191
MPa. The dead load g of structural steel members and of 20 mm-thick glass glazing is set equal to 0.5 KN/m2.192
As for the live load s, a uniform snow load s = 0.75 kN/m2 is applied on the structure. A symmetrical load case193
q = 1.3g + 1.5s is applied to the structure. The resultant p-th nodal load is defined as Qp =
∫
A qda ≈ 4000 N, being A194
the quadrangle surface.195
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3.3. Parametric analysis plan196
Following the Eigenmode Imperfection Method, the equivalent nodal imperfection field η(p) is generally ex-197
pressed as198
η(p) = α
[
kφ0,i(p) + (1 − k)φ0, j(p)
]
, (8)
where φ0,i(p) and φ0, j(p) are two buckling mode shapes of the perfect structure, k is the weighting factor of the199
two mode shapes, α = α∗L is the amplitude of the imperfection, and α∗ its dimensionless counterpart. The nodal200
coordinates of the resulting imperfect grid shell are X(p) = X0(p) + η(p).201
Figure 6-a,b shows the performed computational experiment grid in the α − i (setting k = 1) and α − k (setting202
i = 1, j = 2) parameter planes, respectively. The investigated values range in the intervals 1e − 5 ≤ α ≤ 3e − 1 m,203
corresponding to 1/3e − 6 ≤ α∗ ≤ 1/100, 0 ≤ i ≤ 20, and 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. In other terms, first a single mode shape is204
adopted as imperfection shape for each of the first 20 buckling modes and for 29 different values of the imperfection205
amplitude. Second, 2 modes are retained, and 11 convex combinations between them are adopted as imperfection206
shape for 29 different values of the imperfection amplitude. A total number of 957 imperfect setups is considered.207
Each setup is analyzed by means of the three structural models described in Section 2.1, i.e. by performing 2871208
computational simulations. The stacked histograms of the CPU time are shown in Figure 6-c for each structural209
model. The mean values of the CPU time required for a single LBA, GNA and GMNA are ∆¯t = 3.9, 46.26 and 48.5210
s, respectively. The overall CPU time is equal to about 26h 13’ 27”.211
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Figure 6: Discretization of the α − i parameter plane (a), α − k parameter plane (b), stacked histograms of the CPU time for a single simulation (c)
212
4. Application and results213
4.1. Perfect setup214
The eigenvalues λ (a) and BSL (b) of the first 20 buckling modes of the perfect structure obtained by LBA are215
collected in Figure 7. The modes are categorized with respect to the main features of their shapes, i.e., by identifying216
symmetric patterns with respect to the generatrix and directrix or to the diagonals of the quadrants defined by the217
generatrix and directrix. The first seven modes have eigenvalues very close to each other, while from mode 9 an218
abrupt increase in the LF value can be observed (Figure 7-a). It is worth pointing out that the modes labelled with red219
circles appear in couples with the same eigenvalue and mode shapes rotated of 90 degrees. Figure 7-b highlights the220
presence of both global and local modes. The first two modes show the highest degree of globalness.221
A deeper insight into the first three buckling mode shapes is shown in Figure 8. On one hand the first and second222
mode shapes are clearly global, i.e. the values close to unit are almost uniformly spread along the whole structure223
(Sect. 2.2). On the other hand, the third mode shape (Fig. 8-c1) has the values close to unit clustered in two limited224
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Figure 7: Eigenvalues λ (a) and BSL (b) of the first 20 buckling modes of the perfect structure by LBA
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Figure 8: First (φ1,0, a), second (φ2,0, b) and third (φ3,0, c) buckling mode shapes of the perfect structure by LBA
regions. These features agree with the low value of the BSL measure. The first one has a symmetrical mode shape225
with respect to the directrix and generatrix directions, while the second mode shape is antisymmetric with respect226
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to both directrix and generatrix, while it is symmetric with respect to the diagonals of the quadrants defined by the227
directrix and generatrix. The third mode shape is symmetric with respect to the directrix and antisymmetric with228
respect to the generatrix (or vice versa).229
Furthermore, the eigenvalues of the modes have nearly the same value (λ0,1 = 3.774, λ0,2 = 3.776, λ0,3 = 3.788),230
even though the corresponding mode shapes are quite different. This confirms what already observed in [14]: several231
buckling modes can occur at nearly the same load level and can nearly equally contribute to the deformed shape232
at collapse. In other words, a selection criterion based on LF only is not decisive, and at the same time the BSL233
values provide more information about mode properties, but they do not directly suggest any complementary criteria.234
Hence, in the perspective of the EIM application, the first mode(s) criterion remains the default one usually adopted in235
practice. We believe that a correct a-priori choice among modes having almost the same eigenvalue requires additional236
knowledge and selection criteria.237
The load multiplier µ - nodal deflection δ paths of the perfect grid shell obtained by GMNA analysis are plotted238
in Figure 9-a, for both Load Control (LC-NR) and Arc-Length (AL-NR) path-following procedures. The nodal239
deflection refers to the node where the displacement is known to be the maximum (red circle in Fig. 9-b). For
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Figure 9: Load multiplier - deflection paths (a) and ultimate deflection field δu(p) (b) of the perfect structure by GMNA
240
the sake of brevity, the results obtained by GNA are not included, being nearly the same to the ones by GMNA. In241
other words, plasticity does not take place in the adopted perfect setup, coherently with its slenderness (Section 3).242
As anticipated, a predominant single mode contribution cannot be recognized in the ultimate deflection field δu(p),243
(cfr. Fig. 9-b in comparison with Fig. 8). This is expected bearing in mind the very close values of λ for the first244
modes (Fig. 7-a). While the LC-NR is able to follow the µ - δ up to the critical point u, the AL-NR is able to describe245
the post critical branch too. Both numerical approaches approximate the same critical limit point. Bearing in mind246
that the study is focused on the critical condition, that it implies a large number of numerical experiments, and that247
the AL-NR involves computational costs approximatively 50 time higher than the LC-NR, the latter is retained in the248
following.249
4.2. Imperfect setup: α-i sensitivity analysis250
In this section, we first evaluate the dome stability in the parameter plane α-i. The nodal imperfection field results251
from an imperfection shape equal to the buckling shape of a single mode among the first 20 ones discussed in the252
previous section, i.e. in formulas k = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ 20 (eq 8). For each imperfection shape, the imperfection amplitude253
ranges in 1e − 5 ≤ α ≤ 3e − 1 m. For the sake of conciseness, only the load factor is examined in this section. For254
each structural model, it is normalized with reference to the LF of the perfect structure (LF0). Figure 10 shows the255
evolution of the normalized LF versus the imperfection amplitude and for each mode shape (grey lines). The envelope256
of the minima of LF (i.e. the worst case scenario) at each imperfection amplitude is highlighted in red, together with257
the mode that gives the minimum value (filled markers). It is worth pointing out that:258
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Figure 10: Load Factor versus the nodal imperfection for each modal imperfection shape and for each model: ensemble of the obtained results and
envelope of the LF minima
• the higher the imperfection amplitude, the more scattered the LF resulting from different modes. In particular, a259
significant scatter takes place for α > 0.01 m in LBIA, but occurs earlier in GNIA and GMNIA for α > 0.0001260
m;261
• the worst case scenario is given by different mode shapes for varying imperfection amplitude. In particular, the262
nonlinear models (GNIA, GMNIA) predict a high number of mode shapes (4 in LBIA, 8 in GNIA and GMNIA)263
and the mode switching occurs for low values of the imperfection amplitude;264
• the first mode provides the lowest LF only at very low imperfection amplitude by LBIA, while further ones (e.g.265
2 and 5) and high modes (e.g. 10,11,14,15,16) provide the lowest LF by GNIA and GMNIA;266
• contribution of mode numbers higher than 20 to the worst case scenario cannot be excluded a priori;267
• the modes which contribute to the worst case scenario belong to all the different shapes categorized in Figure 7.268
• most of the modes which contribute to the worst case scenario are characterized by high BSL (e.g. 1, 2, 5, 6,7,269
9, 14) but some modes antisymmetric w.r.t. directrix or generatrix are not (e.g. 10,11 and 15,16).270
In short, a single worst buckling mode to the stability of the structure cannot be identified even for the adopted271
benchmark, nor a valuable choice criterion can be inferred by the present numerical experiments, although modes272
having a high degree of globalness (high BSL) seem to prevail. The multiple switches from a worst buckling mode to273
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another varying the imperfection amplitude is a critical issue in the design perspective. Bearing in mind the features274
above, the single-mode EIM demonstrates its scarce robustness and predictability of the worst case scenario. The275
multiple switches, especially at the imperfection amplitudes of design interest (α∗ > 1/500), are due to the scattered276
value of the LF obtained by different modes for a given amplitude, and to the occurrence of local maxima in the LF277
trend versus the imperfection amplitude for a number of modes. In order to shed some more light on this feature, the278
LF(α) curves are grouped according to the occurrence of local maxima or not. They are plotted in Figure 11 for each279
structural model. The linear analysis (LBIA) mostly simulates a monotonic trend of LF(α) for all the modes, except
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Figure 11: Load Factor versus the imperfection amplitude for each mode shape and structural model: trends with and without local maxima
280
for one mode (mode 12). Conversely, the more accurate non linear models point out local maxima for the majority281
of modes at high value of the imperfection amplitude (about 3 ≤ α ≤ 10 cm, i.e. 1/1000 ≤ α∗ ≤ 1/300). Generally282
speaking, GNIA and GMNIA provide analogous results from a qualitative point of view. In other terms, the effects of283
the geometric non linearity largely prevail on the mechanical ones for the adopted benchmark, as expected. However,284
some differences occur at high values of α, e.g. α ≥ 7 cm, i.e. where local maxima take place. These differences285
induce some modes to move from one group to another. In particular, mode 1 give rise to two high peaks in LF by286
GNIA, and a single one in GMNIA. Analogously, mode 2 involves two weak peaks in GNIA, but the same mode287
shows a monotonic trend in GMNIA. Such differences are due to localized plastic behavior of structural members,288
which reduce the limit load, properly simulated by GMNIA. In short, it is worth pointing out that local maxima: i.289
mostly occur at relatively high values of the imperfection amplitude of interest for designers; ii. affect both low mode290
numbers, notably mode 1, and high ones, e.g. node 20. In other terms, the rule ”the higher the imperfection amplitude,291
the lower the load factor” is mostly unfulfilled. The designer is in the uncomfortable position of having to deal both292
with the choice of the single mode to be adopted as imperfection shape and of the imperfection amplitude. Both seem293
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uncertain and strongly affect the load factor.294
4.3. Imperfect setup: α-k sensitivity analysis295
Having in mind the results obtained for single-mode imperfection shapes, we aim at further assess the dome sta-296
bility by adopting a combination of two modes. Mode 1 and mode 2 involve a monotonic trend of LF(α) in LBIA, and297
one or more local maxima of LF(α) in GNIA. Furthermore, in GMNIA mode 1 causes a local maximum of LF(α),298
while mode 2 causes a monotonic trend of LF(α). Hence, we cover a wide casuistry by selecting mode 1 and mode299
2, or in formulas i = 1, j = 2 (eq 8). The LF and BSL are evaluated for each imperfect setup in the α − k plane, and300
for each structural model. They are plotted in Figure 12 for the sake of completeness and brevity. In order to allow a
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Figure 12: Synopsis of the bulk parameters versus the nodal imperfection and the structural models
301
more detailed reading, the trend of the bulk quantities versus the imperfection is separately plotted for each model in302
Figure 13. Moreover, the trend of the bulk parameters versus α is plotted for each structural model in Figure 14 at the303
extreme values of the weighting factor k = 1 and k = 0, corresponding to the imperfection field equal to the first and304
second buckling mode, respectively.305
The load factor LF resulting from LBIA is nearly insensitive to the imperfection shape, i.e. for constant α and varying306
k. An analogous overall trend holds for BSL, even if it is no longer fully monotonic versus α and not exactly constant307
versus k for α ≥ 1 cm. Conversely, the non linear analyses GNIA and GMNIA reveal a higher sensitivity of both308
the bulk parameters to the imperfection shape. The BSL value of the perfect grid shell predicted by GNIA/GMNIA309
(BSL ≈ 0.47) is higher than the one predicted by LBIA (BSL ≈ 0.35), that is, a higher degree of globalness at col-310
lapse results from the geometric non linearity. The growth of the imperfection amplitude α significantly reduces the311
globalness to BSL ≈ 0.1 In other terms, the imperfection generally induces a localization of the collapse.312
In Figure 13 the local maxima of LF are highlighted by circular blue markers. Local maxima are significantly scat-313
tered within the whole k range and for α ≥ 0.3 by both the nonlinear models.. In particular, in the GMNIA model,314
the local maximum for k = 1 (mode 1) intermittently occurs also for k = 0.9, 0.8, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, while a monotonic315
trend is observed for the remaining values of k, including mode 2 (k=0). In other terms, even though mode 1 (k = 1)316
and mode 2 (k = 0) cause different trends of LF(α), decreasing k does not progressively smooth the peak from mode317
1 to mode 2. Once more, the designer who applies a two-mode imperfection shape within EIM approach is in the318
uncomfortable position of having to deal with a further choice about the value of k, beside the selection of the modes319
i, j and the imperfection amplitude α.320
321
In summary of Sections 4.2 and 4.3, no general criteria can be drawn from the numerical experiments and for the322
adopted setup to properly choose the buckling mode shape(s) i, the value of the imperfection amplitude α, and to get323
the weighting factor k. These difficulties are expected to be even greater for more complex structural forms.324
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Figure 13: Trend of the bulk parameters versus the nodal imperfection for the three structural models
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4.4. Imperfect setup: mechanical reading325
This section aims at providing a deeper insight in the ultimate mechanical behaviour of the grid shell for varying326
α in order to point out the causes of the high sensitivity to the imperfection highlighted in the previous Section. In327
the following the most detailed mechanical model is retained (GMNIA) and the weighting factor is set equal to k = 1328
(η/α = φ1,0).329
To investigate the existence of a relationship between LF and BSL, the former is plotted against the latter in Figure330
15. Both parameters are scaled with respect to their values obtained for the perfect setup (LF0 and BS L0). In spite
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Figure 15: GMNIA model: LF versus BSL
331
of a certain dispersion of data, a clear trend can be recognised: the higher the LF, the higher the BSL, and vice versa.332
This result can be interpreted as a general trend towards high degree of localness of the deformed shape at collapse333
for decreasing value of the LF.334
4.4.1. Regime identification335
The evolution of the main bulk parameters versus the imperfection amplitude α is plotted in Figure 16. Homogeneous
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Figure 16: Recognized regimes for k = 1
336
intervals of α are recognized with respect to the trend of the LF. It is worth pointing out that BSL shows coher-337
ent trends. The α intervals and the corresponding boundary values are labelled by latin letters and numbers, re-338
spectively. Five ranges are selected. Regime “a” corresponds to very low values of the imperfection magnitude339
(1e − 5 ≤ α ≤ 5e − 4) and its lower bound “0” can be confused with the perfect geometry: in this range, the imper-340
fection does not have effects on LF and does not significantly impact on BSL. The regime “b” (5e − 4 ≤ α ≤ 1e − 3)341
is a transition one where the slight descent of LF corresponds to an analogous growth of BSL. The regime “c”342
(1e − 3 ≤ α ≤ 4e − 2) shows the significant exponential decrease of both LF and BSL. The watershed “4” between343
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regimes “d” and “e” is defined at the local maximum of both LS and BSL. Finally, the “f” regime corresponds to a344
smooth decrease of the LF and a corresponding constant trend of BSL. It is worth pointing out that the watershed val-345
ues between two successive regimes, and the existence of regimes “d” and “e”, depend on the value of the weighting346
factor k for the selected benchmark (see Figure 13), and they are expected to vary with the geometrical and mechanical347
parameters of the grid shell.348
The load multiplier µ - nodal deflection δ paths obtained by GMNIA analysis at the recognized regime bounds are349
plotted in Figure 17-a. The nodal deflection refers to the node where the displacement is known to be the maximum350
at each bound. The setups corresponding to the regime bounds show different initial stiffness (Figure 17-b), generally
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Figure 17: Load - deflection paths by GMNIA and k = 1 for the recognized regime bounds (a) and corresponding initial stiffness k (b)
351
decreasing with the increase of the imperfection, except in the range between regime bounds 4 and 5, where a small352
growth appears. The same occurs for the non linear evolution of the deflection: the ultimate displacement before353
collapse is dramatically increased by the presence of imperfections, except in case of regime bound 5. The perfect354
setup is highly stiff, due to its parabolic shape, but collapse is more sudden than in the imperfect ones.355
356
4.4.2. Correlation between the imperfection pattern and the deformed shape at collapse357
Figure 18 represents the spatial distribution of the “input” imperfection and the resulting spatial distribution of358
the mechanical “output” for each one of the identified regime transitions. The imperfection is expressed by both359
the component of the nodal imperfection ην(p) evaluated along the direction ν, and by the nodal apex K, calculated360
for the imperfect geometry. Correspondingly, the collapse shape is expressed by both the component of the nodal361
displacement δuν(p) evaluated along the direction ν, and by the nodal apex K
u(p). The figure aims at highlighting the362
imperfection and ultimate deflection patterns, therefore all quantities are normalized to their maximum value. Hence,363
the field ην/ηˆν is common to every regime transitions.364
The following remarks can be outlined:365
• a qualitative visual comparison between the nodal imperfection and ultimate displacement patterns reveals poor366
correlation between them;367
• the pattern of the nodal displacement at collapse δuν(p) strongly varies across the regimes. In general, the higher368
the magnitude of the imperfection, the more localized the displacement and the lower the degree of globalness369
(BSL, Fig. 16), with the exception of bound 4, where a local maximum of the BSL has been detected. In370
particular, at bound 3 the displacement field is localised in four regions in the neighbourhood of node p2 and its371
counterparts along the directrix and the generatrix;372
• the pattern of the nodal apex K(p) varies across the regimes, and a high correlation can be qualitatively recog-373
nized with the nodal displacement at collapse δuν(p). The closer to zero the nodal apex of the imperfect shell,374
the higher its nodal displacement at collapse;375
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• the patterns of the nodal apex K(p) and the one of nodal apex at collapse Ku(p) show the highest correspondence.376
This means that the deformation at collapse maintains and slightly modifies the apex of the initial imperfect377
geometry.378
In order to check in a synthetic and quantitative way the correlation heuristically pointed out above, let us introduce379
the correlation coefficient R(i, j) [−1 : 1] classically defined as380
R(i, j) =
cov(i, j)
i˜ j˜
=
E
[(
i − i¯
) (
j − j¯
)]
i˜ j˜
(9)
where i(p) and j(p) refer to the fields to be compared, i˜ is the standard deviation, i¯ is the mean value, E is the expected381
value operator, cov is the covariance. In particular, the correlation coefficient is adopted in order to check the correla-382
tion of the input imperfection field with the output ultimate deflection. Hence i = ην(p) and j = δuν(p), or i = K(p) and383
j = Ku(p). The correlation coefficients defined above are plotted versus k and α in Figure 19. The obtained results
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384
clearly and quantitatively testify that a low correlation exists between the input-output pair ην − δuν , while the K − Ku385
pair is highly correlated. The diminished correlation at about 0.04 < α < 0.07 is due to the significant geometric non386
linear effects taking place because of the large displacements at collapse.387
Beside the above correlation, in the following some light is shed on the mechanical role played by the apex. Generally388
speaking, when the apex in a node vanishes, the grid shell locally approaches a flat grid and its geometrical stiffness389
tends to zero. Such a trend reflects the well-known shape-resistant behaviour of domes. In particular, the apex of the390
imperfect shape depends both on the perfect shape and on the applied imperfection. Its upward or downward direction391
induces the local increase or the decrease of the perfect apex, respectively. In order to give evidence to these issues,392
the evolution of K, Ku and δuν versus the imperfection amplitude α is plotted in Figure 20 for the nodes p1 and p2393
(Fig. 3). In p1 (Fig. 20-a) the nodal apex of the perfect structure has the maximum value (Fig. 5-b) and the nodal394
imperfection is upward according to the shape of the first mode (Fig. 8-a). Hence the imperfection increases the nodal395
apex and the local geometrical stiffness of the shell in turn, resulting in a “imperfection stiffening”. Conversely, in396
p2 (Fig. 20-b) the nodal imperfection is downward according to the shape of the first mode. Hence the imperfection397
reduces the nodal apex and the local geometrical stiffness of the shell in turn, resulting in a “imperfection softening”.398
In this second case, if the nodal apices of the perfect geometry and of the imperfection are opposite, the apex of the399
imperfect geometry tends to zero and so the local stiffness. From Fig. 20-b a significant growth of the displacement400
takes place at αA = 0.02 ≤ α ≤ αB = 0.03, before the nodal apex K(p2) reaches zero (αC = 0.07). Such shift effect401
can be explained as follows. At both αA and αB the nodal apex K changes significantly at collapse: in the first case it402
becomes negative (sign(κ1) , sign(κ2)), in the second the shell convexity is oriented downward (κ1 < 0, κ2 < 0). In403
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p2 (see Fig. 3)
such situations, a small but not zero nodal apex K on the imperfect shell involves Ku = 0 at collapse.404
405
5. Conclusions406
The present study is addressed to contribute to the deep understanding of the effects of the Equivalent Geometric407
Nodal Imperfections on the buckling instability of a hybrid single layer grid shell by means of the Eigenmode Imper-408
fection Method. A given SLGS dome is adopted as a benchmark. The imperfection shape is obtained by adopting409
single modeshape among the first 20 ones and by weighting the shapes of two modes. The range of the weighting410
factor and of the imperfection amplitude is densely resolved compared to the previous studies available in literature.411
The EIM has been critically reviewed on the basis of the results of numerical experiments. The main findings are412
summarized in the following:413
• the growth of the imperfection amplitude does not necessarily involve the decrease of the Load Factor: in fact,414
local maxima of LF take place along a general decreasing trend versus α. Hence, assuming high imperfection415
amplitude is not an a priori conservative choice that involves the worst case scenario;416
• a single worst buckling mode to the stability of the structure cannot be identified, because different modal417
imperfection shapes contribute to the worst case scenario at different values of the imperfection amplitude;418
• imperfection shapes resulting from the combination of two mode shapes additionally suffer the uncertainty419
about the weighting coefficient.420
In short, the EIM does not seem to be grounded on general phenomenological bases and its extension to the ultimate421
buckling state is questionable even for the relatively simple grid shell scrutinized in this study. Generally speaking,422
the EIM is affected by epistemic uncertainties about its main parameters (imperfection shape and amplitude) which423
severely affect its predictability. The huge variety of grid shell typologies and of structural shapes it is expected to424
make even more questionable the extension of the results to a wider domain of application. For the time being, special425
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care should be paid for EIM application in the design practice. More general and more robust models of the Equivalent426
Geometric Nodal Imperfection in a worst case scenario perspective are needed in the near future.427
Bearing such a need in mind, we have intended to contribute to the understanding of the buckling instability of the428
adopted benchmark. The main findings are summarized in the following:429
• a new observable, called Buckling Shape Length, has been introduced to quantify the degree of globalness of430
the deformed shape at collapse. The BSL appears to be somewhat related with the Load Factor. A general trend431
has been identified, where lower values of the LF correspond to decreasing values of the BSL: in other words,432
the reduction of the ultimate carrying capacity of the structure - generally related to increasing imperfection433
amplitudes - corresponds to the occurrence of more local deformed shapes at collapse;434
• a new metric, called nodal apex, has been identified as the local geometrical parameter that mainly drives the435
buckling of the studied single layer grid shell. This result suggests to define and set the nodal imperfection in436
terms of such a metric rather than in terms of the deviation from the perfect geometry along the direction normal437
to the reference surface.438
We hope that making reference to these metrics could allow to phenomenologically ground future models of the439
Equivalent Geometric Nodal Imperfection able to predict the worst case scenario.440
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